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Seymour Simon's Book Of Trucks
A 320 page picture book by legendary bass player Leland Sklar. Leland's
photography of portraits of people flipping him off capture the personality and
character of the people he met around the world while touring with groups like
James Taylor, Phil Collins and Toto as well as the thousands of studio sessions
playing in over 2,500 albums. A compilation of celebrities, musicians and
everyday fans.
Trains can carry grain and gravel, milk and machines, cars and computers, pipes
and people. Seymour Simon′s exploration of these very different trains and their
uses, combined with his characteristically eye-catching full-color photographs,
captures the beauty and power of steam trains, diesel trains, electric trains, and
more -- all at work!
Bulldozers tear huge rocks from the ground. Tower cranes life heavy loads on
bridges and in shipyards. Dig into GIANT MACHINES to learn more about these
and many other powerful tools!
Step-by-step instructions for making paper airplanes with suggestions for
experimenting with them.
Global Warming
M Is for Meow
Frogs
Destination: Mars
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A Powerful Truck Book
Close Encounters with Addiction
This colorful SeeMore Reader introduces firefighters and some of the vehicles and tools they use in the
line of duty. "The directness and clarity of both text and photos make this a good choice for beginning
readers as well as for younger children fascinated by the subject." - Booklist
Presents facts and photographs of all kinds of cars, from one of the first automobiles ever built, to the
popular VW Beetle, to a luxury Rolls Royce, to the Thrust SSC, the fastest car in the world.
Discusses some of the more prominent books, movies, and TV shows which have featured monsters and
outer space settings.
Seymour Simon's Book of TrucksHarper Collins
Everybody Loves Me
The True Story of Kunkush's Incredible Journey
A History, a Theory, a Flood
Woof!
Fighting Fires
Lost and Found Cat

Tropical rainforests are home to brilliantly colored birds and spider monkeys that swing like
acrobats. Here, tiny tadpoles, lizards, and crabs live in sky-high penthouse mini-ponds formed
in the leaves of rootless plants. The understory and forest floor swarm with insects, worms,
frogs, toads, and millions of marching army ants. But beware! There are poisonous butterflies,
frogs, and insects; venomous snakes; and plants that can paralyze. Now, you can enter this wild
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world! Award-winning science writer Seymour Simon has teamed up with the Smithsonian
Institution to take you on an exotic, full-color photographic adventure.
Tropical forests are an undervalued asset in meeting the greatest global challenges of our
time—averting climate change and promoting development. Despite their importance, tropical
forests and their ecosystems are being destroyed at a high and even increasing rate in most
forest-rich countries. The good news is that the science, economics, and politics are aligned to
support a major international effort over the next five years to reverse tropical deforestation.
Why Forests? Why Now? synthesizes the latest evidence on the importance of tropical forests
in a way that is accessible to anyone interested in climate change and development and to
readers already familiar with the problem of deforestation. It makes the case to
decisionmakers in rich countries that rewarding developing countries for protecting their
forests is urgent, affordable, and achievable.
From the winner of an Ian Fleming Silver Dagger Award, a spy who came in from the cold
for today’s wars. British by birth, foreign by descent, and agnostic by conviction, Edward
Henry Malik is an MI6 handler—an agent runner. For four years he has been running an
agent codenamed Nightingale inside Pakistan’s notorious ISI, keeping watch on its links to Al
Qaeda and the Taliban and its machinations in neighboring Afghanistan, but mostly
monitoring for threats to the British homeland. Then, in the aftermath of Osama bin Laden’s
killing, Nightingale is exposed and Ed’s world falls apart. Dismissed from MI6 and with his
reputation in tatters, Ed returns to his roots in the immigrant enclave of Whitechapel in
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London’s East End. He takes a job at a freight forwarding office and unexpectedly falls in
love with the proprietor’s daughter. It seems as if he has finally found respite from his
demons. But you can’t escape your past. Ed knows too much, and he has come to the attention
of Major General Javid Aslam Khan—Pakistan’s legendary spymaster, known as the Hidden
Hand. This lean, propulsive thriller tells a classic story of love, trust, and betrayal set against
today’s Great Game, while in the background swirl rumors of a one-legged mullah and a
shadowy militia with the means to detonate a dirty bomb. Skyhorse Publishing, as well as our
Arcade, Yucca, and Good Books imprints, are proud to publish a broad range of books for
readers interested in fiction—novels, novellas, political and medical thrillers, comedy, satire,
historical fiction, romance, erotic and love stories, mystery, classic literature, folklore and
mythology, literary classics including Shakespeare, Dumas, Wilde, Cather, and much more.
While not every title we publish becomes a New York Times bestseller or a national bestseller,
we are committed to books on subjects that are sometimes overlooked and to authors whose
work might not otherwise find a home.
Cover title; statement of responsibility from spine.
The Fall of Nixon and the Rise of Reagan
Wild Bears
Tractor-trailer Trucker
Trains
Why Forests? Why Now?
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Our Vietnam
Introduces the various parts of a tractor trailer and their functions as a truck
driver prepares to take his "big rig" on the road.
Earth's climate has always varied, but it is now changing more rapidly than at any
other time in recent centuries. The climate is very complex, and many factors play
important roles in determining how it changes. Why is the climate changing?
Could Earth be getting warmer by itself? Are people doing things that make the
climate warmer? Award-winning science writer Seymour Simon teams up with the
Smithsonian Institution to give you a full-color photographic introduction to the
causes and effects of global warming and climate change.
From saber-toothed to tabby, cats have had a prominent place in human history,
society, and hearts. Now cat lovers of all ages can discover what's lurking behind
kitty's twitching tail and bewitching eyes in M is for Meow: A Cat Alphabet.
Beginning readers enjoy the simple rhymes, while older children discover facts
about each letter topic in the accompanying sidebar expository. M is for Meow
Feed me, pet me, come and play. Let me out, please go away! A cat fits all these
thoughts somehow into the tiny word MEOW! General topics such as breeds,
behavior, and cat care alternate with charming anecdotal entries. Lavish
paintings of cat and owner appeal to enthusiasts of all ages. A back section on cat
stats and feline facts provides even more information for pet owners.Former
librarian Helen L. Wilbur has loved cats all her life. In explaining her goal in
writing an animal book for children, she says, "Animals don't care if you aren't the
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most popular kid in the class or whether you did your homework." Helen has a BA
in English Language and Literature from the University of Chicago, a master's
degree in library science from Columbia University, and lives in New York City.
Robert Papp's award-winning artwork includes hundreds of illustrations for major
publishers across the United States, and his first children's book, The Scarlet
Stockings Spy, was named an IRATeachers' Choice in 2005. Robert lives in historic
Bucks County, Pennsylvania.
From the bestselling author of the acclaimed Chaos and Genius comes a
thoughtful and provocative exploration of the big ideas of the modern era:
Information, communication, and information theory. Acclaimed science writer
James Gleick presents an eye-opening vision of how our relationship to
information has transformed the very nature of human consciousness. A
fascinating intellectual journey through the history of communication and
information, from the language of Africa’s talking drums to the invention of
written alphabets; from the electronic transmission of code to the origins of
information theory, into the new information age and the current deluge of news,
tweets, images, and blogs. Along the way, Gleick profiles key innovators,
including Charles Babbage, Ada Lovelace, Samuel Morse, and Claude Shannon,
and reveals how our understanding of information is transforming not only how
we look at the world, but how we live. A New York Times Notable Book A Los
Angeles Times and Cleveland Plain Dealer Best Book of the Year Winner of the
PEN/E. O. Wilson Literary Science Writing Award
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You Can Name 100 Trucks!
Fire! Fire!
The Science, Economics, and Politics of Tropical Forests and Climate Change
Rick Steves Iceland
The Information
Revised Edition

Award-winning science writer Seymour Simon explores the Red Planet through
fascinating facts and amazing full-color photographs. Readers will learn about the
recent discovery of water, the Valles Marineris—the biggest valley on Mars—the ice caps,
recent expeditions, and more. This nonfiction picture book is an excellent choice to
share during homeschooling, in particular for children ages 6 to 8. It’s a fun way to
learn to read and as a supplement for activity books for children. This updated edition
includes: author’s note stunning full-color photographs glossary index websites and
additional reading sources Supports the Common Core Learning Standards, Next
Generation Science Standards and the Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math
(STEM) standards.
"Laos was never really ours after 1954. South Vietnam is and wants to be." -McGeorge Bundy, Washington, D.C., 1961 "The Americans thought that Vietnam was a
war. We knew that Vietnam was our country." -- Luu Doan Huynh, Hanoi, 1999 Twentyfive years after its end, with many records and archives newly opened and many
participants now willing to testify, historian and journalist A. J. Langguth has written an
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authoritative, news-making account of the Vietnam War from both the American and
Vietnamese perspectives. Our Vietnam is a sweeping and evenhanded history of the
Vietnam War as it was lived by U.S. presidents in Washington and Communist leaders
in Hanoi, by American Marines at Khe Sanh and war protesters at home, by Vietcong
guerrillas in the Mekong Delta and South Vietnamese troops in the Central Highlands.
Langguth traveled to Hanoi, Ho Chi Minh City and Beijing to interview scores of ranking
Communist officials as well as those who played significant but lesser-known roles. As
a correspondent for The New York Times in South Vietnam in the 1960s, he observed
most of the prominent U.S. officials involved in the war, including Secretary of Defense
Robert McNamara, General William Westmoreland, Ambassador Maxwell Taylor and
presidential adviser McGeorge Bundy. He has drawn on recently released documents
and secret White House tapes to bring the architects of the war and the events of that
time into sharp focus. Our Vietnam provides a rare look at the secret maneuvering
within Hanoi's Politburo, where an implacable southerner named Le Duan emerges as
the man -- even more than the famous General Giap -- who shaped the Communist
struggle. It reveals the palace intrigues of President Ngo Dinh Diem and his sister-inlaw Madame Nhu in Saigon. It takes us inside the waffling and self-deceived White
Houses of Kennedy, Johnson and Nixon, and shows how those presidents tried to
muzzle the press and deceive the American public. It documents the ineptness and
corruption of our South Vietnamese allies, recounts the bravery of soldiers on both
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sides at Ap Bac and Ia Drang, and explores inhuman behavior at My Lai and within the
prison walls of the Hanoi Hilton. It makes vivid again the antiwar demonstrations that
led to rioting in Chicago and four dead students at Kent State. As the struggle shifts to
the peace talks in Paris, Langguth contrasts Henry Kissinger's version of the
negotiations that led to the withdrawal of American troops with other, more objective
firsthand accounts. The frantic evacuation of U.S. diplomats and advisers from Saigon
during the Communists' final offensive in April 1975 is the poignant climax to this
encompassing story of an enemy's unbroken will and America's fatal miscalculations.
With its broad sweep and keen insights, Our Vietnam brings together the kaleidoscopic
events and personalities of the war -- the assassinations and battles, the strategists and
soldiers, the reporters and protesters -- into one engrossing and unforgettable narrative.
In this completely updated edition of Big Cats, award-winning writer Seymour Simon
celebrates the grace and power of lions, tigers, leopards, jaguars, cheetahs, pumas,
and snow leopards. Readers will learn all about how they hunt, care for their young,
and rest in their varied natural habitats. This nonfiction picture book is packed with
information and beautiful color photographs. Cat fans and kids ages 6 to 10 looking for
facts, whether for a report or just for fun, will find much to like in Big Cats. This updated
edition includes: Author’s note Stunning full-color photographs Glossary Index
Additional reading sources Supports the Common Core Learning Standards, Next
Generation Science Standards, and the Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math
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(STEM) standards.
centerFollow the big red truck on its cross-country journey in Donald Crew's classic
wordless book, perfect for sharing with the very young.
Seymour Simon's Book of Trains
Space Monsters
Trucks
Super Storms
The War 1954-1975

Join award-winning science writer Seymour Simon as he investigates the
many characteristics and behaviors of one of the world’s most beloved
animals: the elephant! This nonfiction picture book is an excellent
choice to share during homeschooling, in particular for children ages
6 to 8. It’s a fun way to learn to read and as a supplement for
activity books for children. From their ancient relatives, woolly
mammoths and mastodons, to their amazingly versatile trunks and strong
ivory tusks, elephants are some of the most fascinating animals on
Earth. They are remarkably intelligent, demonstrate self-awareness,
and feel familiar emotions like compassion and grief. With clear,
simple text and stunning full-color photographs, readers will learn
all about the largest land animals in the world! Perfect for young
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scientists’ school reports, this book includes an author's note, a
glossary, and an index and supports the Common Core State Standards.
Trucks lift, dump, and carry things every day, everywhere. Did you
know that... .Some trucks can weigh as much as ten elephants put
together. .Flatbed trucks can carry other trucks, houses, and even a
space shuttle! .Semitrailer cabs can have a bed behind the front seat
so that drivers can pull over and rest on long trips. .Road-train
trucks pull multiple trailers at the same time, just like a locomotive
pulls freight cars on a train.
When the unmanned spacecraft Galileo landed on Jupiter in 1995, what
mysteries did it uncover?... Did you know that... Jupiter is so large
that more than 1,300 planet Earths could fit inside. The Great Red
Spot on the planet is actually an enormous hurricane that changes in
size and color over the years. A person weighing 100 pounds on Earth
would weigh 264 pounds on Jupiter. Life might exist on Europa, one of
Jupiter's moons. Prepare yourself for an amazing voyage through space.
Your destination: Jupiter!
The historic Apollo 11 mission to the moon is recounted for the very
young in this richly-detailed, vividly rendered description of the
voyage from launch, to landing, to Moonwalk. Glorious illustrations
and rhyming verse, along with individual recognition of each of the
three astronauts, make this dramatic story a blast for young readers.
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Big Trucks
Dolphins
Destination: Jupiter
The Invisible Bridge
Cool Cars
My Big Train Book

Enter into the mysterious world of ancient Egypt and learn about its
structures and rituals that still amaze us today, from the great Step Pyramid
to the mummification of pharaohs.
The true story about one cat's journey to be reunited with his war-torn
family.
Friendly and fascinating, dolphins are one of nature's most intelligent
animals. They live in families called pods and can make a series of 2,000
high-pitched clicks to locate fish in the water. Despite their beauty and
playfulness, dolphins face serious dangers from commercial fishing and
human activity. It's vital that people support governmental laws to protect
these wonderful creatures. Award-winning science writer Seymour Simon
has teamed up with the Smithsonian Institution to give you an expert view
of these clever, curious, and mischievous mammals in a full-color
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photographic introduction.
SeeMore Readers are designed for every young reader. Large, bright
pictures instantly engage readers in the subject. Exciting yet simple text
provides the information that kids, parents, and teachers want--from key
facts to fascinating trivia. Full color.
Eight Days Gone
Tropical Rainforests
Emergency Vehicles
Seymour Simon's Book of Trucks
The Agent Runner
Big Cats
Young children will enjoy learning the names of trucks, in this large,
truck-shaped board-book that features one hundred different kinds of
trucks complete with busy male and female workers in action-packed
scenes.
Describes such trucks as flatbeds, snow plows, and mobile cranes, and
explains how they are used for work and fun.
Hike vast glaciers, marvel at steaming volcanic lakes, and explore the
land of the midnight sun: with Rick Steves, Iceland is yours to
explore! Inside Rick Steves Iceland you'll find: Comprehensive
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itineraries that can be adapted for 24-hour layovers, 5-day visits,
2-week trips, and more, including the best road trips in Iceland from
the Ring Road to the Golden Circle Rick's strategic advice on how to
get the most out of your time and money, with rankings of his must-see
favorites Top sights and hidden gems, from the stunning northern
lights to hidden hikes and cozy bookstores How to connect with local
culture: Soak in hidden hot springs, sample smoked fish, and chat with
locals in moody and welcoming rural towns Beat the crowds, skip the
lines, and avoid tourist traps with Rick's candid, humorous insight
The best places to eat, sleep, and relax Self-guided walking tours of
lively Reykjavík and art and history museums and mile-by-mile scenic
driving tours Detailed maps for exploring on the go Useful resources
including a packing list, an Icelandic phrase book, a historical
overview, and recommended reading Over 500 bible-thin pages include
everything worth seeing without weighing you down Complete, up-to-date
information on Reykjavík, the Reykjanes Peninsula, the Golden Circle,
the South Coast, the Westman Islands, West Iceland, The Ring Road, the
East Fjords, and more Make the most of every day and every dollar with
Rick Steves Iceland. Expanding your trip? Try Rick Steves Scandinavia
or Rick Steves Northern European Cruise Ports.
From bestselling author Gabor Maté, the essential resource for
understanding the roots and behaviors of addiction--now with an added
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introduction by the author. Based on Gabor Maté’s two decades of
experience as a medical doctor and his groundbreaking work with the
severely addicted on Vancouver’s skid row, In the Realm of Hungry
Ghosts radically reenvisions this much misunderstood field by taking a
holistic approach. Dr. Maté presents addiction not as a discrete
phenomenon confined to an unfortunate or weak-willed few, but as a
continuum that runs throughout (and perhaps underpins) our society;
not a medical "condition" distinct from the lives it affects, rather
the result of a complex interplay among personal history, emotional,
and neurological development, brain chemistry, and the drugs (and
behaviors) of addiction. Simplifying a wide array of brain and
addiction research findings from around the globe, the book avoids
glib self-help remedies, instead promoting a thorough and
compassionate self-understanding as the first key to healing and
wellness. In the Realm of Hungry Ghosts argues persuasively against
contemporary health, social, and criminal justice policies toward
addiction and those impacted by it. The mix of personal
stories—including the author’s candid discussion of his own "highstatus" addictive tendencies—and science with positive solutions makes
the book equally useful for lay readers and professionals.
100 Fun Facts about Dogs
Pyramids and Mummies
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Elephants
A Novel
Giant Machines
A Cat Alphabet

The best-selling author of Nixonland presents a portrait of the United
States during the turbulent political and economic upheavals of the 1970s,
covering events ranging from the Arab oil embargo and the era of Patty
Hearst to the collapse of the South Vietnamese government and the rise of
Ronald Reagan.
BIG TRUCKS get kids all revved up and ready to read. Eye-catching photos
and simple repetitive text in large type makes this book a perfect choice for
the beginning reader.
Some bears are very large and dangerous. But other bears are not. Dig into
WILD BEARS to SeeMore!
Award-winning science writer Seymour Simon takes readers on a journey
through a frog's life cycle, from egg to tadpole to grown frog in this
engaging nonfiction picture book. Readers will learn about the different
types of frogs and toads from all over the world! Where do frogs live? How
do frogs eat and drink? How far can they jump? Find out and more in this
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beautiful picture book ideal for young scientists and animal-lovers filled
with fascinating facts, stunning full-color photographs, and an underlying
message of ecological preservation.. This book includes an author's note, a
glossary, and an index. An excellent choice for classrooms and
homeschooling, Frogs supports the Common Core State Standards.
Truck
The Paper Airplane Book
In the Realm of Hungry Ghosts
From Movies, TV, and Books
"Facts, pictures and information about dogs for young children"-The alarm sounds. Fire! Fire! Big trucks roll out of the firehouse and race to the scene. Out
come the soft hoses and aerial ladders. Whether the fire is in the city or in the country, on the
waterfront or in a deep forest, firefighters are on the scene in moments, ready to attack the
blaze.
For use in schools and libraries only. Examines superstorms and their potential destructiveness,
including thunderstorms, hailstone showers, tornadoes, hurricanes, and typhoons. A Level 2 See
More Reader.
Passenger trains and electric trains. Here come the trains. All aboard!
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